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INTRODUCTION 

   Aaron’s involvement in the fashioning of the golden calf is difficult, if not 
impossible to reconcile with the high regard afforded him in the Bible in his 
role as high priest. Whereas severe retribution is meted out to Israel for their 
participation in the golden calf affair, Aaron escapes relatively unscathed 
despite the crucial role he played in its inception. This despite the fact that 
the Bible is unapologetic in its depiction of Aaron as the mastermind of the 
calf’s construction (Ex. 32: 1-6). 
   When Moses confronts Aaron and questions him regarding his role in the 
affair, Aaron appears to shirk responsibility by deflecting the blame onto the 
people. Aaron further challenges credulity by suggesting that the calf some-
how ‘sprang forth’ on its own. Aaron’s version of the events and his denial of 
an active and central role in the calf’s construction seem to lack credibility 
(Ex. 32:21-24). 
   Deuteronomy’s recounting of the episode omits Aaron from the narration 
of the event. He is only mentioned at the very end of the text, where we are 
informed that Moses’ prayers saved Aaron from certain death (Deut. 9:16-
20). There are only two other places in the Bible where the sin of the golden 
calf is directly referenced, and in neither text is there any mention of Aaron 
or his involvement (Ps. 106: 19-23; Neh. 9:17-18). 
 
PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS 

   It has been suggested that the golden calf was intended to serve as a pedes-
tal upon which God would be understood to be enthroned, much like God’s 
suggested enthronement upon the cherubim.1 Depictions of Ancient Near 
Eastern gods standing upon a bull are cited in analogy.2 This approach fails to 
address the gnawing fact that no such pedestal was ever prescribed for ritual 
use within the Temple. Furthermore, this approach fails to explicate Aaron's 
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bizarre claim that the calf of his own handiwork somehow 'sprang forth' (Ex. 
32:24). 
   Chaya Ayun-Shraga argues that Aaron behaved appropriately in the golden 
calf event. She attributes the fiasco to Moses' exclusive leadership style and 
the elite way in which he mediated between the people and an obscure God.3 

This suggestion flies in the face of the fact that whereas many are held ac-
countable by the text for their role in the sin of the golden calf, Moses is not 
one of them. God himself makes it abundantly clear that not only is Moses 
blameless, he is the only one worthy of surviving the golden calf affair. God's 
suggestion that all of Israel be wiped out, and that Moses be installed as the 
new patriarch is reason enough to reject any suggestion of fault or blame on 
Moses' part (Ex. 32:10). 
   Hamilton relies on Aaron’s defense in Exodus 32:22 to explain that Aaron 
was trying to save Israel from imminent danger:4 “Do not be angry, my lord,” 
Aaron answered. “You know how prone these people are to evil , ki bera hu”. 
The Rabbis also take the approach that Aaron was trying to stall the people, 
who were spiraling out of control.5 Most of the classical commentators under-
stand Aaron’s statement here to be referring to Israel’s proclivities toward 
sin, and Aaron’s attempt to steer them in the opposite direction.6 However, 
how could the fashioning of a molten image possibly serve to prevent Israel 
from transgression? And if Aaron’s intentions were truly to stall Israel, there-
by preventing them from accomplishing their aims before Moses’ return, why 
did Aaron waste no time, and embark upon the task of fashioning the calf 
with such alacrity? The Rabbis attribute Aaron's celerity to Israel's enthusi-
asm for collecting the requisite gold for the molten image.7 This however, 
fails to adequately explain Aaron's prompt facilitation of the calf's formation.  
 
A NEW APPROACH 

   The key to understanding Aaron’s enigmatic role in the sin of the golden 
calf rests on a thorough understanding of the word masseka, which lies at the 
center of the biblical narratives recounting the incident (Ex.32:4, 8; 
Deut.9:12, 16). While it is generally assumed that the root of masseka is 
nesek, meaning to pour, or cast a molten image,8 it is also possible to under-
stand the word masseka as deriving from masak which means both to mix 
wine as well as to pour molten metal.9 Two appearances of the root masak in 
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the Bible may shed light on our understanding of the word masseka in the sin 
of the golden calf. 
   Isaiah 65:11 admonishes those who have abandoned the Temple of God for 
astrological deities, placing offerings upon their cultic table, and filling the 
mimsak. While it was historically assumed that the word mimsak meant 
mixed wine,10 the definition nonetheless does not adequately suit the context. 
The word mimsak in the verse appears parallel to shulhan, table, and should 
likewise refer to a ritual object upon which or into which offerings are 
placed. Mimsak’s juxtaposing with shulhan casts serious doubt on the mixed 
wine definition.  
   Proverbs 23:30 reprimands those who tarry over wine and who inspect 
mimsak. The classical exegetes assume the verse to be about people who 
scrutinize mixed drinks,11 mimsak. Dahood notes that Hebrew already has 
two words for this, mesek and mezeg.12 He argues that the text in Proverbs is 
describing the bibbers that come to inspect the wine-vessel, not those who 
engage in “trials of blended wine”.  
   New light is shed upon the meaning of mimsak in a Ugaritic list of mer-
chandise which lists mmskn “mixing bowl” following spl “a large vessel”.13 

Like mimsak, the word masseka, may be understood to be a nominal form of 
the root msk, indicating a vessel meant to contain liquid.14  
Thus, it is possible that the masseka which Aaron constructed was a golden 
vat fashioned with a calf décor intended to serve as a ritual laver, perfectly in 
line with the design of Solomon's laver which would later function in first 
Temple. This would seem to be Aaron’s original intention in creating the 
'golden calf', which is described as a masseka, as I will now explain.  
   Moses’ ascent of Mount Sinai (and the ensuing sin of the golden calf), is 
preceded in Exodus by instructions for the construction of the Tabernacle’s 
ritual laver (Ex.30:17-21). The text twice repeats that the laver served the 
purpose of preventing death. There is no apotropaic power contained within 
the laver. Rather, it is the act of washing one's hands and feet as divinely de-
creed before engaging in a ritual act which ostensibly prevents death. In other 
words, the Temple laver played a critical role in the act of sanctifying one’s 
self in anticipation of serving God. 
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   It is reasonable to assume that Aaron constructed a laver adorned with the 
calf motif, with the expressed intention of preventing Israel from engaging in 
foreign worship. The laver’s critical role in the process of ritual sanctification 
before Divine service may have seemed suitable by Aaron for the purpose of 
forestalling sin. The presence of a ritual laver placed before an altar clearly 
and explicitly constructed for the worship of God and dedicated to His ser-
vice, as Aaron himself announced in Ex. 32:5, Tomorrow there will be a fes-
tival to the Lord, conveyed the implicit message that purification and sancti-
fication were required tasks in preparation of Divine service. That is not to 
say that Aaron used the laver; nor for that matter did he use the altar that he 
constructed. Both were meant to function together as a reminder of the need 
to dedicate all worship to God alone within the framework of Divinely man-
dated service. 
   The image of the calf or bull was a common symbol associated with ritual 
lavers in the ancient world. First and foremost, the lavers in Solomon's Tem-
ple featured multiple bovine images. The main laver in Solomon's Temple, 
enormous in its proportions and compared to the sea, was adorned by not 
only one, but by twelve massive bulls (1 Kgs 7:25-26). In addition to the 
main laver, Solomon also constructed ten smaller lavers on portable stands 
which were all decorated with bull images (1 Kgs 7:27-29). The significance 
of the multiple bovine images on Solomon’s temple cannot be understated. 
They point to the existence of a larger phenomenon in temple décor which 
warrants further investigation. Witnesses to the bull motif adorning ritual 
lavers in the first millennium include a variety of archeological finds: A Sy-
ro-Hittite Iron Age temple in Jarablus was found to contain two large bulls 
sculpted out of basalt block, containing a shallow reservoir on the top, osten-
sibly for ablutions.15 A Hittite cult vessel from 850-750 BCE found at 
Yazilikaya features two bull men holding a libation vessel.16 An enormous 
five foot tall stone laver adorned with figures of bulls within its four handles 
was found at Amathus in Cyprus, which stood in the court of a 6th century 
BCE Phoenician temple.17  
   The affinity between the bovine image and ritual lavers in the ancient world 
could possibly be understood in light of the cow’s association in ancient 
Egypt with the Nile River and the life giving properties of running water.18 

This suggestion finds support in Joseph’s interpretation of Pharaoh’s dream 
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in which seven healthy cows represented seven years of plenty brought about 
by the overflow of the Nile River, and seven lean cows represented famine, 
caused by the Nile River’s failure to rise. It should be noted that while Aa-
ron’s golden calf was not a fully mature bull, it is nonetheless considered to 
be from the bull family and is referred to as such in the Psalms (Ps. 106:20).  
   Immediately following the construction of the golden calf, and Israel’s dec-
laration of These are your gods, Israel, who brought you up out of Egypt, 
Aaron erected an altar in front of the calf and announced, Tomorrow there 
will be a festival to the Lord (Ex.32:4-5). The placement of the altar to God 
in front of the calf, which is described as a masseka, is reminiscent of the 
positioning of the Temple altar before the laver/masseka: Then the Lord said 
to Moses; “Make a bronze basin, with its bronze stand, for washing. Place it 
between the tent of meeting and the altar, and put water in it (Ex.30:17-
18). Aaron's placement of an altar dedicated to God before the masseka-laver, 
aimed at forestalling sin by reminding Israel of their dedication to God and 
by redirecting Israel to His service. 
   An important factor that needs to be addressed is that while the ritual laver 
was meant to contain water, there is nothing in the story of the golden calf 
that suggests that Aaron’s masseka contained any water. Exodus makes clear 
that water was only to be added to the laver at the time of the completion of 
the construction of the tabernacle (Ex. 40:1-7). It is therefore not surprising 
for the laver to have been dry at the time of the event, as it had not yet been 
installed and sanctified for ritual use. Aaron himself clearly stated it was not 
yet time for the service. Whereas Aaron intended for his masseka or laver, to 
function within the framework of the service of God, it was misused and 
abused by the people.  
   Later, in the period of the Israelite monarchy in 1 Kgs. 12:29, we are told 
about the reinstitution of the cult of the calf. This event took place after a 
hiatus of several hundred years. While its connection to the original golden 
calf event was deliberately intended by Jeroboam; that is not to say that Aa-
ron’s underlying intentions in erecting the calf were thoroughly understood 
years later. After all, the Israelites at the time of the event itself misunder-
stood and corrupted Aaron’s true purpose. 
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THE GOLDEN CALF AND THE ERRANT WOMAN 

   A close of reading the text reveals a constellation of nuances which rever-
berate between the sin of the golden calf and its aftermath to the ritual of the 
sota, the errant woman, in Numbers 5, pointing to a conceptual correlation 
between the two.19 God’s relationship to Israel is ubiquitously portrayed in 
the Bible as analogous to a marital relationship.20 One prominent example of 
this analogy is the frequent use of the term zenut, or extramarital promiscuity, 
to describe Israel’s idolatrous tendencies. The sin of the golden calf and the 
laws pertaining to the errant woman share the common themes of adultery 
and the imbibing of a potentially deadly elixir. The centrality of the unusual 
root para in both texts reinforces this connection (Ex.32:25; Nu.5:18).  
   The Rabbis point out the parallelism between the aftermath of the sin of the 
golden calf and the ritual of the errant woman and develop it further.21 They 
compare the erasing of the scroll containing the curse in the sota ritual, to the 
breaking of the tablets of the law. The Rabbis further linked these two scenar-
ios by attributing the animation of the golden calf to the divine name, which 
had been cast into the molten gold.22 Accordingly, when the golden calf was 
ground up and mixed into an elixir, Israel was made to drink from the divine 
name. In a similar fashion, the sota was made to drink from an elixir contain-
ing the divine name.23 The Rabbis point out that the ‘holy water’ given to the 
sota to drink was taken from the ritual laver.24  
   The parallelism between the sota ritual and the resolution of the sin of the 
golden calf points to a relationship between the golden calf and the Tabernac-
le’s ritual laver. The critical role that the Temple laver played in the sota ritu-
al serves as an indicator that Aaron’s primary intention in the golden calf 
affair was to use the erection of a ritual laver as a means for preventing Is-
rael's infidelity. The purpose of the water of the sota, whose source was the 
ritual laver, was to facilitate a complete reconciliation between husband and 
wife.25 This is evident from the plain sense of the text. There are numerous 
examples of Divine capital punishment in the Bible which do not call for 
human participation (Ex. 22:22-23; Ex. 23:7; Lev. 17:10). God doesn’t re-
quire man’s help in punishing the adulterous woman. It is reasonable to as-
sume that the primary purpose of the sota ritual is not to punish the guilty but 
to exonerate the innocent.26 This approach is reinforced with the ritual’s con-
cluding verse in which the exonerated woman is blessed with seed (Nu. 
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5:28). Given the parallelism between God’s relationship with Israel and a 
spousal relationship, the implications of the sota model here are clear. Here 
too the goal was reconciliation. It is noteworthy that it was specifically the 
women of the congregation, who did not contribute gold for the construction 
of the golden calf,27 who were the ones to donate the copper ornaments, or 
mirrors, which overlaid the laver in the Tabernacle according to the Rabbinic 
tradition. 28  
   Aaron's aim in erecting a bovine motif-ritual laver, like the role of the laver 
in the sota ritual, was to reconcile Israel with God. Aaron's feverish haste in 
erecting this calf/laver was calculated to accomplish this goal in time; before 
Moses' descent from the mountain with the tablets of the law, and the immi-
nent consecration of the covenant. Understanding Aaron’s role in the sin of 
the golden calf as a failed effort to reunite Israel with God explicates his re-
mark to Moses that Israel had been spiraling dangerously out of control, ‘be-
ra’. Aaron was well aware of the idolatrous proclivities of the nation and 
understood the urgent need to restore the integrity of Israel’s relationship 
with God. This understanding fits well with what we know about Aaron, and 
his penchant for using Tabernacle institutions in unorthodox ways as a means 
for saving the people from their own folly. For example, we read of Aaron 
bringing the incense offering outside of the Tabernacle confines in order to 
prevent the spread of a deadly plague (Num. 17:12). Aaron’s fashioning of 
the golden calf was intended to turn Israel’s attention towards the service of 
God and away from foreign worship. Regrettably, instead of forestalling sin, 
Aaron’s actions promoted it. Despite Aaron’s best intentions, Israel misap-
propriated the vessel of Aaron’s handiwork as an object of worship.  
 
CONCLUSION 

   The story recounted in the Bible encapsulates both Aaron's perspective as 
well as that of the people. We encounter two sharply contrasting perspectives 
on Aaron in the Bible; one which is extremely laudatory and positive and one 
which is intensely critical. The negative perspective relates exclusively to 
Aaron's role in facilitating the sin of the people. It is the result of his actions 
as opposed to the act itself which is criticized. In Deuteronomy the creation 
of the calf as a sinful object is attributed exclusively to the people. Aaron is 
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never castigated for his personal actions, only for the consequences which 
resulted from them. This point is proposed by Abravanel in his commentary 
on Parshat Ki Tisa.  
   The biblical narrative focusses on two issues. The primary issue is the sin 
of the people. The secondary issue is Aaron's facilitative role. The topic of 
the Bible's narrative is not what Aaron intended. That is a third issue which is 
left for us to figure out based on the clues that the Bible provides, but only 
incidentally. The Bible is not Aaron's defense. The Bible is accusing Israel of 
what they did wrong, and Aaron is implicated as an accessory.  
   The Bible's description of the calf as masseka, is particularly apt. The word 
masseka can be interpreted as either a laver or a molten image. While Aaron 
intended the former, it ended up becoming the latter. This one word encapsu-
lates the basis for both Aaron’s culpability in the creation of the calf as well 
as his ultimate pardon and exoneration.  
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